
Backend | Server Side
Set up and manage Servers in NodeJS

Connecting to Databases and NoSQL

Query data with various tools and languages

Working with API Authorization

Frontend | Client Side
Build and Deploy React applications

API Integration

Extensive Javascript knowledge

Various CSS Frameworks

Development Tools
Version Control with Git

Experience in working with teams

Deployment tools (e.g. Vercel)

Package managers (e.g. NPM�
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Project: Spotify Clone

TypeScript, MUI, React, Spotify API, Basic Auth, CSS, Git 
I developed a Spotify clone utilizing the Spotify API. This application  
allows users to log in to their actual Spotify accounts, access their  
personal playlists, and play, pause, and skip songs within their playlists.

Project: Spotify Clone

More projects



Project: Genius AI

Project: Spotify CloneNext JS, Typescript, Clerk �Auth), Crisp �Chatbot) 
Genius AI is an AI web app that utilizes APIs from Open AI and Replicate AI.  
Users can opt for Code, Conversation, Image, Video, or Music to generate  
content. A PRO version is available for subscription through Stripe. 
 
�Yes, I built this software).

Experiences & About me



Upcoming Assignments & Experience

Techover Academy, Jan 2023 - Apr 2023
Professionally trained by industry consultants to become a React developer.

Digital Potential International, Feb 2020 - Jun 2023
As a Co-Founder, Frontend Developer, and Digital Marketer at Digital Potential International since 
February 2020, I have been actively involved in spearheading various technical and marketing 
initiatives. As a frontend developer, I have successfully built and maintained visually appealing and 
user-friendly websites using cutting-edge technologies. In addition, my digital marketing expertise 
has allowed me to craft effective strategies to drive online visibility, user engagement, and 
conversions. Being self-employed in this role has nurtured my entrepreneurial spirit and enhanced 
my problem-solving abilities. With over three years of experience in this multifaceted role, I have 
developed a diverse skill set that enables me to deliver comprehensive solutions and contribute to 
the success of the projects I undertake.

Flux Academy, Jan 2020 - Jan 2021
During my time at Flux Academy from January 2020 to January 2021, I received comprehensive 
training in various aspects of web development. This included mastering the art of web design 
using tools like Webflow and acquiring expertise in front-end development. Throughout the 
program, I cultivated strong problem-solving skills and a keen eye for detail, enabling me to create 
visually appealing and user-friendly websites. With a solid foundation in web development, I am 
equipped to contribute effectively to projects and deliver outstanding results in this dynamic field.

About me
My ambition to become a full-stack developer is fueled by my passion for technology, continuous 
learning, and personal growth. I thrive on the challenge of creating solutions that not only function 
effectively but also provide an exceptional user experience. As a developer, I possess several 
valuable traits that enhance my work. Firstly, my strong problem-solving skills enable me to 
analyze complex issues and devise efficient solutions. Additionally, my attention to detail ensures 
the delivery of high-quality code and seamless functionality. I have extensive experience in web 
development, utilizing various technologies and platforms such as React, Webflow, WordPress, 
Shopify, and Wix.

Witnessing my ideas come to life and creating products that make a difference for end-users is 
immensely gratifying. For me, being a developer is more than just a job—it is an ongoing journey 
of growth and challenge. I am currently seeking a position as a full-stack developer, where I can 
contribute my technical expertise and creative mindset to drive innovative solutions.

Experiences

Teacher / Full-stack developer @ Nackademin, Sep 2023 - Oct 2023
During September and October, over six weeks, I taught TypeScript for two days weekly, 
emphasizing full-stack development with TypeScript. Students engaged with tools like Next.js, 
Prisma, Zustand, Axios, and Zod within an Agile Scrum framework to create scalable, type-safe 
applications.

Full-stack developer Consultant @ Brandroid.ai, Dec 2023 - Ongoing
In my role with Brandroid, I leverage my expertise in the MERN stack to lead development efforts, 
focusing on enhancing app functionality and integration with external services like Shopify, 
Facebook Adyen. My responsibilities include refining AI-driven content generation using OpenAI, 
troubleshooting integration challenges, and steering strategic app improvements. I actively 
negotiate platform permissions, ensure policy compliance, and engage with stakeholders to align 
on strategic decisions. My commitment is to enhance the user experience and expand app 
capabilities through innovative solutions and strategic partnerships.

Founder / Full-stack developer @ Pingloo.com, Aug 2023 - Ongoing
In my role at Pingloo, I've been central in shaping our tech stack, developing both our Next.js web 
and React Native mobile apps. My focus was on selecting innovative tools aligned with our vision, 
collaborating with a developer from Techover, and working closely with experienced project 
managers and startup founders. We adopted an agile approach, concentrating on building a 
stable and scalable architecture to ensure the app is responsive and adaptable for future user 


